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Introduction
“The master planning process
engages with the school
community and works in an
open and collaborative way.
Scenarios are tested and
in the end, the college can
have confidence in investing
in prioritised developments
and improvements.”

Purpose of the report

School background

The Highview College Master Plan Report is the documented
outcomes of a three day Charrette held at the College in July
2016. The Charrette Process sought to engage and consult all
stakeholders, to seek their input on the future needs of the
College and to then collaboratively design and test a variety of
scenarios to arrive at a practical and robust master plan for the
College that enjoys widespread support from all stakeholders
within the College.

In 1974 The Christian Community College in Maryborough became
the first completely ecumenical school in Australia and in 1990 the
school changed its name to Highview College. However the school’s
history goes back to 1902 when St. Joseph’s College was founded
with three students. In the 1970s a number of Christian churches,
including the Anglican, Methodist and Church of Christ, joined with
the Roman Catholics to create an ecumenical school on the site.

The master plan that was developed through the process enabled
a series of projects to be identified. These projects were then
prioritised. The proposed staging plan is documented in this report
and covers the 11 identified projects.

Today Highview is a coeducational school of around 410 students
from Year 7 to Year 12. The school promotes Christian values through
its educational programme and its community life encouraging
students to grow and develop intellectually, physically, creatively,
emotionally and spiritually. Highview College is a foundation member
of the Victorian Ecumenical System of Schools and receives
Government funding through this group.
Highview College differentiates itself from other educational options
in Maryborough. Its size allows it to offer a personalised education
and a genuine sense of community for its students and families.
Enrolments are expected to grow to 480 over the next few years and
the focus will be on providing academic excellence. Through
delivering “Education through Wholeness’ the school aims to ensure
that it continues to offer an accessible educational environment.
In addition to the school’s varied curriculum, Highview College
actively engages in the RACV Energy Breakthrough programme.
The event sees Maryborough’s population double in size over the
week long competition. Highview College students have been very
successful in the competition in the past and have an opportunity to
develop design and engineering skills as well as improve their fitness
and wellbeing.
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What is a Charrette?
Cha·rrette \ shuh-RET \ n.
‘A charrette is a collaborative planning process that
harnesses the talents and energies of all interested parties
to create a shared vision and a feasible plan for
implementation. The charrette consists of an intense period
of design activity where variables are clarified, reasonable
limits established and collective decisions made.’ — From
French charrette (cart), from Old French

Charrette objectives
–– To consult widely with college stakeholders
–– To identify the location and form of planned new infrastructure
–– To prioritise and program the delivery of the planned infrastructure.
Charrette team
Workshop Facilitator

–– Stephen Bowers, Project Manager, Novus Urban
Designers / Advisors

–– Eloise Atkinson, Director / Architect, Deicke Richards
–– John Deicke, Director / Architect, Deicke Richards
–– Phil Smith, Associate Director / Urban Designer, Deicke Richards
–– Peter Edgeley, Perspective Artist
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Workshop Program
27 July - 29 July

Day 1 / Wednesday 27 July

Day 2 / Thursday 28 July

Day 3 / Friday 29 July

Site Analysis & consultation with
school community

Design sessions & presentation

Design sessions & final presentation

9.00am—10.00am

9.00am—10.00am

11.00am—12.30pm

–– Team meets with Leadership Group to discuss
consultation findings, priorities & design scenarios

–– Team meets with Leadership Group to
discuss priorities

–– Team tour of site with Principal and team
discussion

10.00am—12.00pm

10.00am—12.30pm

12.30pm—1.00pm

–– Design session

–– Design Finalisation session

–– Working Lunch

12.00pm—12.30pm

12.30pm—1.00pm

2.00pm—2.45pm

–– Working lunch

–– Working lunch

–– Team consultation with senior students

12.30pm—1.00pm

1.00pm—2.00pm

–– Briefing on EbD Process

–– Design review - students and staff welcome

–– Design Finalisation session

–– Facilitated discussion on school needs

1.00pm—5.00pm

2.00pm—3.00pm

3.15pm—4.00pm

–– Design session

–– Set up for presentation

–– Team consultation with staff

5.00pm—6.00pm

4.00pm—6.00pm

–– Briefing on EbD Process

–– Open studio - all stakeholders welcome

–– Presentation of EbD Outcomes to all stakeholders

–– Facilitated discussion on school needs
5.30pm—6.30pm
–– Team consultation with parents and community
–– Briefing on EbD Process
–– Facilitated discussion on school needs
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Consultation
More than 60 people from the school
community – students, teachers and
parents – directly took part in our
collaborative consultation.

Consultation workshop
with students

Consultation workshop
with teachers

Consultation workshop
with parents

4
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Each group was asked three questions:

What we like

What we want to have

What do you like about the school?
What don’t you like about the school?
What do you want to see at the school?

The student, staff and parent groups were consistent in what they liked about Highview
College. It was clear from all groups that the community feel of the school was highly
valued as was the heritage building on the site. The new technology building was
highlighted by each group, with the staff and students particularly focused on the kitchen
and workshop facilities. Perhaps more surprising was the affection for the theatre, as this
was also raised as a ‘dislike’ for some groups. While the space itself needs some
refurbishment, the opportunity to have a performance space was seen as a positive. Each
group also highlighted the setting of the school and its open space, gardens and plants.

The list of ‘wants’ from each group was extensive and creative. The staff came up with 38
ideas while both the student and the parent groups came up with 15 ideas. After each
group created their list of ‘wants’ they were asked to vote, using 6 dots to prioritise ideas. It
was recommended that the first preference received three dots, the second two dots and
the third one dot — though participants could use their dots as they wanted. The top 10
ideas for each group is listed — at right. All suggested ‘wants’ are listed in the appendix.

Nearly 20 Year 10, 11 and 12 students, 25 staff and
12 parents and community members participated
enthusiastically throughout the sessions. Please refer
to Appendix 1 Consultation Data, which documents
the raw data from the sessions.

The students enjoyed the additional furniture items such as beanbags and couches and
the opportunity to have common rooms. The staff also valued the staff community space
and the good level of technology.
It was great to see that teachers and staff also featured in the students’ list of ‘likes’.
The entire list of ‘likes’ is recorded in the appendix.

What we don’t like
There was a general sense from all three groups that the buildings at the college are out
of date and therefore have a number of issues with heating and cooling, leakages and
old windows. All groups highlighted the issue of Burns Street and the barrier that it
created between the two sides of the campus. A lack of connectivity was raised
including the art and music areas being physically disconnected. An inconsistency in
building styles was also discussed.
A number of specialist facilities within the college were seen to be in poor condition. All
three groups identified the science laboratories. The hall and the theatre were both raised
by the students and the staff. The hall in particular was seen to be almost unusable
because of the acoustic issues. Staff and student amenities were highlighted as being old,
in poor condition and lacking in some areas of the school.
In terms of outdoor areas there was also consistency across the groups. All groups
commented on the lack of trees and shade, and in particular, shaded seating areas. There
was also consistent concern about the number of steps and uneven paths which restricted
equitable access across the site. Each group mentioned the oval and its lack of amenity
due to the change in level and the artificial grass that was in poor condition. The cricket
nets, basketball courts and netball courts were all considered to need replacement. While
it was acknowledged by the students and staff that the Nolan Street sport building was a
good facility, it was considered to be too far away and not used for students for informal
recreation at lunch breaks.
The entire list of ‘dislikes’ is recorded in the appendix..

Consistently across the groups, a new science building was the top scorer. An improved
gym and oval was also identified by each group in their top ten priorities, as was the need
for a better library with study spaces. Each group raised the need for an area for students
to eat; both the students and staff prioritised a canteen.
Students
20 Participants

Staff
25 Participants

Parents
12 Participants

Science laboratories
with better equip

35

A beautiful well
designed science
wing

25

Science department
upgrade

14

New gymnasium

16

A wellness centre
and gym where
cool stuff happens
- hang space

22

More shade areas

13

New canteen

15

More variety of
outdoor activity
spaces

18

Sitting and eating
areas for students

13

New cricket nets

8

Disability access
across whole
school

11

Theatre/gym
upgrade

7

Under cover
carparking

6

A canteen
(collective cafeteria
for communal
eating and dining)

10

Energy neutral more solar

6

Better and
dedicated private
study rooms

5

Upgraded football
areas

7

Increase technology
for learning spaces
and IT breakout
spaces

6

New oval

5

Dedicated
assembly space /
exams

7

Better library

5

Resurface floor of
gym, better
acoustics

4

Energy efficiency water tanks, solar,
sustainability

7

Native vegetationwater wise

3

More ramps

2

IT and e-learning
centre with video

7

Proper oval

2
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Analysis
Location and access

Layout and movement

Highview College is located on the corner of Victoria Street and Kars
Street not far from the famous Maryborough Train Station. The
campus is divided by Burns Street. It has been closed to traffic but still
creates a barrier within the campus. The College also owns some land
at Hilton Street that was bought for the expansion of the campus.
Opportunities for this land include a childcare centre, primary school,
College farm and the possibility of selling it for residential
development to assist in funding new facilities at the school.

The buildings have grown organically on the site and pedestrian
access through the campus is not very clear and is generally
uncovered. There are some clear desire lines and many secondary
routes. The school is arranged in precincts according to year levels.
Year 7 and 8 are located in the Brigidine Wing on Victoria Street, Year
9 and 10 are located around the Covered Indoor Area (CIA) and Year
11 and 12 are located in the new technology building on the other
side of Burns Street. However all students must move through the
school to specialist areas such as science, art, music and technology.
This means students move across the campus several times a day. The
library is centrally located and a hub for students of all year levels.
Most students pass through the CIA.

The College’s administration centre is located on Kars Street so
parents and visitors approach the school from this entry. However
as the school has three street access and no fences, students enter
the school from Kars, Victoria and Brougham Streets. The majority
of students arrive and depart either on Kars Street or from nearby
St Augustine’s Primary School. There is little parking on the site
with most staff and senior student parking on the residential
streets. Delivery access is also from Kars Street. Maintenance
access is available from Victoria Street and emergency vehicles can
use Burns Street.
While a number of people traverse the school to get from
Brougham Street to Kars Street and onto High Street, there is
very little vandalism as the school is very visible from the
surrounding streets.

Presence and profile
The original heritage-listed two storey building on Kars Street gives
the school a strong presence in the town. However due to Burns
Street, the modest one-storey arts building and the administration
building and Brigidine Wing, it is not clear to visitors that the
school extends across Burns Street. There is no unifying feature
across the frontage of the school that expresses the extent of the
school. There are other significant buildings within the school that
can be viewed from Brougham Street across the oval including the
new technology building and the theatre.

Apart from the old convent building on Kars Street and ‘pumpkin
house’ on Brougham Street, most of the school fits within a 100m
radius making it relatively compact for student and staff
movement. However due to the many level changes across the
pedestrian pathways equitable access is limited and many of these
paths are unsafe.

Sport facilities
Highview College’s oval is a highly valued space for both formal
and informal recreation. It is largely unfenced and has a significant
change of level which reduces its usefulness. The oval and the
associated cricket nets and courts need refurbishment. The school
also has access to a sports hall in Nolan Street, about a 5 minute
walk away. Again the sports hall and gym need some
refurbishment but they provide a very good facility.

Areas for improvement
A number of areas no longer meet the needs of the college. These
include the science laboratories, the library, ‘pumpkin house’, the
convent and the oval. There are other areas that require
refurbishment or repurposing to provide better learning areas and
better connected spaces. The general learning areas are in good
condition and are generally well located.
As with many schools of its age, access for people with mobility
issues is difficult within the college. While most of the school is
single storey, there are upper floor areas in the Year 9 and 10 area
and in the heritage building where there is no equitable access.
There are also a number of level changes along pathways that
make movement across the site difficult.
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Site Analysis
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Master Plan
Overview
The master plan is designed to accommodate the College’s
predicted student growth and strategic aim of being a school of
academic excellence. It aims to provide a clear direction for the
school so that all future development meets Highview College’s
needs and aspirations.
The master plan identifies 11 projects and recommends a number
of smaller initiatives. Some of these projects are completely
independent of other projects and therefore could be carried out
whenever the funds are available (for example, the creation of a
gallery space). Other projects are dependent on the relocation of
one use in order to repurpose the space for its new use (for
example, the relocation of the resource centre).
It was identified during the consultation sessions that while the
school has a great science programme with good teachers and
many gifted students, the school lacked science laboratories that
were in line with the current curriculum and with teaching and
learning expectations. The opportunity to build a new state of the
art science building is a longer-term goal. Understanding where it
should be located and how it fits into the larger master plan was an
important consideration during the process.
The staging of the projects was discussed through the master plan
process with a short, medium and long term program established.
This may change as funding opportunities arise. The projects are
outlined in this report and include:
1. New science building
2. ‘The Hive’ & theatre refurbishment
3. Relocated resource centre
4. ‘CIA’ refurbishment
5. New campus link
6. New oval & AFL Posts sporting facilities - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED
7. Relocated staff common room
8. Relocated staff workroom with lift & staff amenities
9. New covered link in quad
10. Relocated music
11. New gallery space in arts precinct arts staffroom - WORKS
COMPLETED
12. Other projects

8
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Master plan
Legend
1.

New science building

2.

‘The Hive’ & theatre refurbishment

3.

Relocated library & classrooms

4.

CIA refurbishment

5.

New link to connect campus & plaza

6.

Oval & court refurbishment Sporting facilities - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED

7.

New covered link from quad

8.

Relocated music

9.

Changes to art precinct
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10. Relocated staff common room
11. Relocated graphics room - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED
12. Relocated chapel & pastoral care
13. Refurbish staff workplace
14. New maintenance shed - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED

10

13

15. Old convent to be demolished / sold repurposed for storage - CONCEPT HAS
EVOLVED

6

16. Road closure & reconfiguration
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Project 1

New Science
Building
Science has been identified as a growing area of focus as the College
moves to a school of academic excellence. The three existing laboratories
are each a good size but are in poor condition with out-of-date facilities.
While the physics and chemistry laboratories are on the same floor, the
biology laboratory is on a different level which causes safety issues with
the movement of chemicals and biology materials.
The plan proposes a new science building that will meet the standard
for the contemporary study of senior and junior science. Three
laboratories will be provided including a physics, chemistry and biology
laboratory. Each laboratory will be designed to also accommodate
general science for the junior science students. A larger prep space will
be provided between the chemistry and biology laboratories. An
Extended Experimental Investigations (EEI) space will be provided to all
laboratories. This space enables students to perform longer
experiments that can be safely stored while other classes take place in
the laboratories. It will also allow the laboratory assistant to move
between the laboratories with chemicals and equipment safely without
colliding with students. The EEI space also houses fume cupboards that
can be shared between the laboratories and allows senior students to
work outside class time.
The new science building will have direct and equitable access from
the new CIA space. It will be located so that there will be a visual and
physical connection between the CIA and the newly refurbished oval.
Below the science laboratories, an enclosed undercroft area will
accommodate change rooms, a WC and a PE store. The store will
be at the level of the oval and therefore allow easy access for staff
and students.

Existing view across Burns Street.
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Biology laboratory

2.

Physics laboratory

3.

Chemistry laboratory

4.

Prep room

5.

Extended experimental investigations

6.

Resource centre

7.

Accessible path & ramp

8.

Classroom

9.

Change room
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4
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11. Gym
3
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Project 2

‘The Hive’ & Theatre
Refurbishment
The climate in Maryborough can be extreme – very cold in winter and
very hot in summer. The need for covered eating areas was raised by all
three groups. While there are some covered eating areas in the school,
there is no indoor gathering space where students can eat and
‘hangout’. The new space, ‘The Hive’ will have a café/canteen, a new
theatre space, display areas and lounging areas. We observed through
the workshop that the students loved the beanbags and spent time
finding nooks to congregate in. The library is well heated and a very
active space at lunchtime – almost too active to study in at lunchtime.
Opening up the theatre to create ‘The Hive’ provides an opportunity to
connect the art quad with the new space and link to the technology
building. Gallery space will be provided in ‘The Hive’ for the display of art
pieces, further integrating the art, theatre and technology areas. Generous
stairs are provided from the art quad through to the new space.

View to existing theatre

The café/canteen will serve both the new eating area and the foyer to
the theatre. There could be an opportunity for food to be provided by
the food technology students or an outside provider. Some self-service
area could also be provided.
The College has a vibrant drama program with an annual production.
The existing theatre is small and needs refurbishment. The proposal
relocates the theatre into the gym. This will give the school a larger,
more flexible theatre space that will accommodate about 250 people
and can still be used as a wet weather gym and for exams.
While the permanent stage will be smaller than the existing theatre
stage, there is capacity for a retractable stage with a thrust layout.
The more expanded back of house, which will include side wings, will
compensate for the smaller stage. Because the gym is a tall space, a
lighting gantry and sets can be accommodated. With some
reorganisation of the stairs and toilets, the change rooms and
costumes areas can still be used. The sports storage space can be
moved to the back of the hall with the reduced number of toilets.
A sound box can then be provided over the top of the new sports
store. Two PWD toilets will be required for visitors and staff and for
students who are sitting exams in the space.
To create a multi-purpose space that works well as a theatre, changes
will need to be made to the acoustics but this should be done within
the existing structure. Flexible blackout curtains will also be required.
The new foyer, between the theatre/gym and café, will connect back
to the art quad and the servery will provide an area for ticketing.

12
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‘The Hive’

2.

Servery

3.

Theatre

4.

Stage

5.

Change rooms

6.
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7.

Toilets

8.

PE store with Bio Box above

9.

Foyer
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Project 3

Relocated Resource Centre
The relocation of the science laboratories into the new science building
will provide the opportunity to relocate the library into this prominent
space. This location keeps an important learning and meeting space in
the centre of the college, accessible to all students. It will be on the same
level as the newly renovated CIA, the staff common room and IT area.
The new location will also give the library good visual connection to ‘The
Hive’ linking the two areas where students can gather during breaks.
The function and the design of libraries has changed extensively.
Libraries need to be adaptable and flexible; they have become places
for collaborative learning as well as quiet spaces for individual learning.
The existing school library is outdated and does not address current
thinking about these spaces. While they are still important places to
find information and to learn research techniques, libraries have
become very fluid with different types of spaces for group and
individual learning and extensive technological tools.
The new library will be a place of formal and informal learning. Flexible
furniture will allow the space to be altered to meet student and staff
needs. It will remain a hub within the school. Quiet study rooms of
various sizes can be provided to accommodate both senior students
and group work. A workroom, library staff office and storage will be
provided. Within the flexible space, bookshelves and flexible furniture
can be configured to suit contemporary teaching and learning models.

Existing view to resource centre

Consultation workshop in resource centre
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1.

New resource centre

2.

CIA

3.

New science building

4.

New campus link & ramp

5.

New classrooms

6.

PE store & gym
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Project 4

CIA Refurbishment
The CIA (covered in area) is the circulation hub of the college. Most
students and staff pass through the CIA many times during the day as
they move around the campus. However the space is very constricted,
has a number of level changes and is not well insulated against the
howling winds and hot summers.
In order to improve and reinforce this important gathering and
circulation space, the master plan aims to open up the area by
demolishing the old and obsolete toilets and two classrooms. The
school has more students’ toilets than it requires and the existing
toilets are in bad condition and have no equitable access. The
classrooms will be relocated to the existing Chapel. The IT server would
remain and a new area would be created for IT to the edge of the
space, in conjunction with new staff toilets on the upper level.
The demolition of the classrooms, toilets and IT area will provide
physical and visual connection from the CIA to the new science
building and the relocated library. This will create a sense of place as
well as an important circulation area. The refurbishment will also allow
for the rectification of the ground floor level changes; an equitable
path will be created from the Year 7 and 8 building, through the CIA,
down to the new plaza and across to ‘The Hive’.
With the provision of a new lift, equitable access can also be
achieved to the upper floors. The double sided lift will connect the
ground floor of the CIA with the Year 10 floor and the upper floor of
the heritage building.

WORKS IN PROGRESS - TO BE FUNDED BY THE SCHOOL

Existing CIA.
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1.

CIA

2.

New IT area

3.

Lift

4.

New science building

5.

Equitable path

6.

New library

7.

Covered link in quad
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Project 5

New Campus Link
Burns Street divides the campus into two parts. Most students need to
move across the site each day due to specialist facilities being on either
side of the road. Even though the road has been closed to traffic for
some time, it still presents a physical and psychological barrier between
the two parts of the school. Council has committed to ‘gifting’ the
street to the school and allowing landscaping work to be carried out
on the land. This provides an opportunity for the school to use this
land to reunite the two sides and to create a larger, safer and better
connected campus.
The main pedestrian desire line goes from the CIA, in-between the
existing library and the science laboratories and across the road to the
art rooms, theatre and technology building. At present there is
considerable level difference between the main level of the library and
CIA and the main level on the western side. The refurbishment of the
CIA and the new science building will allow for considerable
reconfiguration of the many level changes along this pathway between
the buildings.
The roadway will be landscaped and paved between Kars Street and
the technology building allowing for a new equitable pedestrian path
that will link the campus. A ramped path and generous stairs will arrive
at a plaza space that will allow students, staff and visitors to move
safely to the art and music precinct, the theatre and gym and the
technology centre. There will be a visual and physical connection
between the two student hubs – the CIA and ‘The Hive’. This pathway
will improve the main spine through the school and also allow for
better secondary pathways.
The road will be maintained between Brougham Street and the entry
to the theatre, but narrowed to 6m. This will allow for service and
emergency vehicles to get into the school and may also provide for on
street parking for staff and visitors. The additional land will be included
in the oval space that will be further enhanced with the ‘gifting’ of the
triangular park on Brougham Street. The new street will be lined with
trees for shade in summer.

View to existing theatre
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Plaza

5.

Reconfigure Burns Street with landscaping

6.

New resource centre

7.

New science building

8.

CIA

9.

‘The Hive’
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10. Art precinct
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Project 6

New Oval & AFL Posts
Outdoor Facilities
The existing school oval is well used both for formal physical education
and for informal activities at lunchtime. Each group consulted raised
the issue of improving the amenity on the oval. Suggestions included a
better surface, better courts, opportunity for AFL field and goals, and
more shade. The new master plan increases the size of the oval and
creates a more usable area.
The Council has committed to ‘gifting’ the small triangular park on
Brougham Street and Burns Street to the school. This allows the oval to
be extended to include this land. At present there is a significant level
difference between the netball courts and the oval. To make a more
usable space and to create a better connection with the new internal
street between the oval and the technology building, the oval will be
modified to be on one level. This will allow the bleachers to be cut into
the hill in front of the Mudbrick Building giving spectators a good
vantage point with an easy flow between the quad and the oval.
The new oval will incorporate an AFL quarter with goals. Appropriate
netting will be provided to protect spectators and the school. playing
field will be marked for multiple games. New netball covered multipurpose courts and cricket nets will be included in the refurbishment of
the oval. Change rooms, toilets and storage for sports equipment will be
provided under the new science building.
Due to Maryborough’s extreme climatic conditions of wet, cold winters
and hot, dry summers, combined with the high use of the oval, it is
very difficult to maintain good grass coverage. The current condition of
the artificial grass is poor however there are now many options for
long wearing artificial grasses that look and feel better. A combination
of artificial grass on the oval, all weather surfaces on the courts and
turf in other parts of the school will be explored.

Existing view from oval to library and Year 9 and 10 building
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Legend
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Bleachers

2.

AFL quarter & goals - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED

3.

Netball courts

4.

Cricket nets

5.

Reconfigured Burns St with landscaping

6.

PE store below new science laboratories

7.

Resurfaced pathway

8.

Mudbrick building
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Project 7 & 8

Relocated Staff
Common Room
The existing staff common room is located in front of the heritage
building with a very small kitchenette. The room has limited outlook and
is too small to accommodate the current staff group. The common room
will be relocated to the old food technology room. It will be provided with
a larger kitchen and eating area to accommodate the 44 70 staff. The
existing staff area will be converted to an office and board room.

Upper level Year 10 to staff area

WORKS COMPLETED

Relocated Staff Workroom
with Lift & Staff Amenities
Currently staff workspaces are spread throughout the school. There is
benefit in bringing all staff together to allow for cross fertilisation of
teaching methods and to provide peer support. Some staff in specialist
areas such as art and music will need to continue to have workspace in
their buildings in order to supervise students. Most other staff will
move to the refurbished upper floor of the heritage building. This area
is well suited to staff offices as it has good light, lovely views and is
slightly removed from students. A resource area with photocopier and
storage will be provided.
Staff workstation

To enable all staff to be located on this upper level, a lift will be
required. This lift will be located in the existing toilets that will be
demolished. New toilets will be provided on the upper level to meet
staff requirements which are currently under supplied.

Staff workstation
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Project 9

New Covered Link in Quad
The quad is an important external space that links the Year 7 and 8 into the
CIA and to the rest of the campus. It is an important gathering area for the
lower year levels and spills out to the oval. The existing space has a circular
seating area with a shadecloth which makes it difficult to have clear visibility
across the space. While this space is popular with students in summer, it
provides no all weather protection and is not connected to other covered
areas. When students need to move across the quad to get to other areas of
the college, there is no covered route. The proposed covered walk will
provide all weather protection as well as some additional seating areas. The
quad will also be re-landscaped to provide a softer environment and more
shade in summer.

Existing covered area

Existing covered area
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Legend
1.

Covered link

2.

Covered seating area

3.

CIA

4.

Visual & physical connection to oval

5.

Demolished block area

6.

Year 7 & 8

7.

Mudbrick building
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Projects 10 & 11

Relocated Music
The school offers a music curriculum, individual instrumental lessons
and also has a school band. Recently the instrumental music rooms
have been moved from the old house on Brougham Street to the old
convent on Kars Street. While the rooms of the convent work well for
small practice rooms, the building is physically isolated from the rest of
the school; students need to go onto Kars Street to enter the building.
There is a good synergy between music and art and it would be an
advantage for the two arts to be together in the Arts Precinct. With
the relocation of the graphics room to their more logical home in the
technology building, a series of practice rooms can be located in the
graphics space. The larger space required for band rehearsal and for
classroom teaching will be relocated adjacent to the practice rooms.
Instrument storage can be provided at the back of the band space.
The old convent is not in good condition and needs considerable work.
It is not a space that is useful for the school and its demolition and/or
sale would provide funds for the other projects at the college.

New Gallery Space in
Arts Precinct
The existing art rooms are well equipped and open out to a covered
quad that allows for additional work space and perhaps future
collaboration with the music students. With some relocation of stores
and staff rooms, the space could work much more efficiently and a
space could be created for displaying the students’ art work. Bringing
the staff together in one staff room will also encourage more cross
fertilisation of ideas and teaching support.
The master plan proposes a new campus link that will see Burns Street
landscaped and paved. This will connect the arts precinct back to the
rest of the campus. Currently the entry from the Burns Street area into
the arts precinct is a generous pathway between two brick walls. With
the new link and plaza area and the conversion of the theatre to ‘The
Hive’, this will be a very vibrant part of the school. The entry to the
precinct offers the opportunity to demolish part of the brick wall and
create a gallery space at the entry. This would give all members of the
school community an opportunity to see what is happening in art and
to get involved.

CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED
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5.
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6.

Store

7.
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9.
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Project 12

Other Projects
The following smaller projects were also discussed during the
master plan process.
New brick fence across Burns Street
While the frontage of the school is quite extensive, many visitors could be
mistaken in thinking that the school is just the two-storey heritage building. While
it is admirable that the administration building and the Brigidine Wing do not
compete with the heritage building, because there is no unifying feature on the
frontage the school appears smaller than it is. The permanent closure of Burns
Street and the ability for the school to pedestrianise this area provides an
opportunity to build a unifying fence across the front of the school. The openness
of the school is something that many in the school community value, so the fence
should be symbolic rather than one that is high and creates a barrier. Incorporating
some brickwork could complement the heritage building and acknowledge the
school’s significant history.

School street frontage

Chapel & Pastoral Care to Mudbrick Building
The mudbrick building was built by the college community in 1978 and holds
historic and community significance. Many members of the school were involved
in the building work or remember their parents being involved. It has had many
uses and has significant social value. Currently it is being used for PE given its
excellent relationship with the oval. The master plan suggests that it should
become the spiritual hub of the school with the relocation of the Chapel.
The Chapel is currently located under the existing science laboratories. While the
space is quiet, relatively centrally located and a good size, it does not have much
prominence for a school that was established on Christian values and teaching.
The master plan proposes that the Chapel be moved to the mudbrick building
with some of the other important pastoral care initiatives within the school,
including the counselling services and the learning support unit. The mudbrick
building represents the community’s collaboration with the school. It has a central
yet slightly removed location, which would work well for pastoral services, and has
excellent views across the green space which are helpful for reflection.

Existing chapel

Relocated Graphics Room CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED
The school offers a number of subjects in design and technology. Currently the
graphics rooms are located with the art department but they may be better
located in the new state-of-the-art technology building. This would allow the
design teaching to work more closely with the workshop teaching spaces.
New Maintenance Shed CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED
The maintenance shed is currently located on Victoria Street behind the Brigidine
Wing and near the mudbrick building. With the reconfiguration of Burns Street and
the possible removal of the old house on Broughan Street, there is an opportunity to
provide a purpose built maintenance shed, workspace and undercover parking area
on this part of the site. This will allow for activity at this end of the school which
would also provide casual surveillance of the area and for the easy delivery of the
more cumbersome items for the school. Given the amount of equipment required
for the Energy Breakthrough program, this would also provide an appropriate and
permanent location for the program’s bulky equipment.
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1.

Mudbrick building

2.

Relocated graphics room - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED

3.

New maintenance shed - RELOCATED TO KARS STREET - CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED
1
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Staging

Timeframe
Short Term
Relocated graphics room

CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED

Relocated music

WORKS COMPLETED

New gallery space staff space in arts precinct

WORKS COMPLETED

‘CIA’ refurbishment

WORKS IN PROGRESS

New oval & AFL posts outdoor facilities

CONCEPT HAS EVOLVED

New brick fence across Burns Street
Mid Term
Relocated staff common room

WORKS COMPLETED

Relocated staff workroom with lift & staff amenities
Chapel & pastoral care to mudbrick building
New covered link in quad
New maintenance shed
Long Term- Signature Projects
‘The Hive’ & theatre refurbishment
New science building
Relocated resource centre
New campus link
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Appendices
Consultation data
What we like

Students

Teachers

Parents

• Technology building

• Staff community space

• Location / setting

• New bins

• Small boutique feel of school

• Compact nature of school

• Uniform

• Technology rooms - kitchen and woodwork

• Open space

• Road closure

• Junior pods - shared spaces

• New technology building

• Year 7 / 8 corridor

• Memorial garden

• Heritage building

• Level of technology

• Mudbrick building history

• Potential

• Quad

• Improved cleanliness

• Areas for year groups

• Basketball courts

• Openness, accessible not closed

• Theatre

• Lockers moved

• History of site

• VCE centre

• More year level common rooms

• VCE centre / new area in tech

• Theatre

• Gardens

• Progression of library

• Phone system in classrooms

• CIA

• Projectors in rooms

• Staff and teachers

• Atmosphere of the old buildings

• Warm community

• The new building

• Couches in corridor

• Junior corridor - open up doors

• New plants

• Open spaces

• Big changeroom in toilets

• New office building is terrific

• Size of lockers

• Trees

• Beanbags in library

• Theatre is good

• Common room furnishing

• Kitchen facilities in new building

• Cooking equipment

• Smartboards great in every classroom
• Wifi is really terrific
• Concept of the music house

Highview College, Maryborough
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What we don’t like

• Lack of heating in Year 11 common room

• State of the old building on the inside

• Hall / gym echoes

• Main toilets for juniors, CIA and science
laboratories updated

• Arts and music physically disconnected

• Music house (haunted)

• Lack of sporting facilities

• Old windows rattling and having to be wedged
with paper

• Toilets in CIA

• No Year 10 common room

• Segmented staff room

• Year 11 lockers (outside)

• Condition of pathways

• Bell too quiet - Bell too loud

Students

• Fake grass on oval
• Heating in some rooms eg biology
• Small number of drinking taps around school

Teachers

• Technology building
• Central staff room

• Library

• Hall is almost unusable - acoustics and heating
/ cooling and leaks

• PE uniform

• Burns Street

• Acoustics of theatre

• Lack of café / tuckshop

• Tiered seating at basketball court

• Junior corridor in summer is hot

• Basketball court at front

• Division of ‘sub schools’ - creates disconnect
between staff and students

• Old house looks like a pumpkin

• Cricket nets
• Lack of outdoor seating and shade

• Autocratic decisions about furnishing classrooms

• Don’t maintain the artificial lawn

• Lack of parking for seniors

• Lack of parking on VCE side of school

• Lack of outdoor shelter for students

• Inside of lockers

• Quad

• Don’t like having to order in lunch

• Triangular area wasted

• Uneven grounds / paths - trip hazards

• Many areas are cold (CIA, community staff room)

• Rooms need painting

• Limited access for disabled / injured

• Wooden seats of basketball court and other areas

• Bottleneck in CIA - lockers, IT office

• Year 12 common room

• Ageing facilities

• Lack of ramps - too many stairs

• Science laboratories and prep rooms

• Science laboratory

• Staff facilities lack of easy storage

• State of basketball and netball courts

• Poor heating and cooling

• The road

• Library - size and functionality

• Lack of shade

• Staff toilets and carparks

• Art facilities

• Student toilets and change rooms

• Removal of trees

• Birds eating and living in roofs

• Convent buildings

• Lack of boundaries and directions

• Lack of blinds in tech buildings

• Lack of staff toilets (tech and arts buildings)

• Multi purpose rooms - chapel

• Sporting facilities

• Oval

• Community room kitchenette

• Biology laboratory - hole in roof

• Shelter from weather at lunch

• No bus shelter at front of school

• Lack of lunch and recess facilities to keep
students entertained

• Lack of undercover areas (rain)
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• Window - tech and junior corridor
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• Heritage of building needs to be restored

• Artificial lawn

Parents
• Scattered location of buildings
• Steps
• Burns Street
• Classrooms are outdated
• Science facilities
• Disabled access
• Lack of connectivity
• Fence around school
• Mix of buildings / styles
• Lack of trees
• Outdoor lockers
• Oval - not functional
• Entrance to old convent

What we want to have
At the end of each consultation
session, the participants were
given 6 dots each to place on
the ‘wants’ that were most
important to them. They could
use all the dots for one idea or
distribute them. The numbers
next to the various ‘wants’
reflect the number of dots that
participants allocated.

Students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science laboratories with better equipment
New gymnasium
New canteen
New cricket nets
Undercover carparking
Better and dedicated private study rooms
New oval
Resurface floor of gym, better acoustics
More ramps
Interconnected buildings under cover
New computer technology rooms
Undercover area for Year 11 lockers
More / better storage for gym equipment
Update first aid in all facilities
Do something with the spare block

Teachers
35
16
15
8
6
5
5
4
2
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well designed science wing
A wellness centre and gym
More variety of outdoor activity spaces
Disability access across whole school
A canteen (communal eating and dining)
Upgraded football areas
Dedicated assembly space / exams
Energy efficiency - water tanks, solar, sustainability
IT and e-learning centre with video
More functional library / resource space
Digital wall
Robotic centre
Upgraded functional performance space
Printer in each classroom
Tranquil gardens and trees
Secure borders (include roads)
Sensory room
Real grass
EVT–track
Outdoor gym equipment
General covered outdoor space
Upgraded goal posts
Running track
Communal seating
Swimming pool
Rock wall / strive
Carparking for staff
Separate parking for kids
TV for notices in staff room
Filtered water in staff room
A covered wallway both sides of road
Flexible classrooms 
Integrated heating and cooling
Private meeting room (staff and parents)
New paint and fixtures
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22
18
11
10
7
7
7
7
6
4
4
4
3
3
2
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

• Unified ambience with all buildings
• Sun proofing to counsellors’ room
• Rowing team

–
–
–

Parents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science department upgrade
14
More shaded areas
13
Sitting and eating areas for students
13
Theatre / gym upgrade
7
Energy neutral - more solar
6
Increase technology for learning spaces 
and IT breakout spaces
6
Better library 
5
Native vegetation - water wise
3
Proper oval
2
Boardroom1
Improved staff facilities
1
More storage
–
Easy to maintain external space
–
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